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 Well the summers on the decline and we have been graced with intermit-
tent weather , wet and dry but mostly windy. The Canadian Lancaster has been 
doing the Airshow circuit although it has had some mechanical issues and bad 
weather that prevented appearances at shows around the country, not least The 
Sywell Airshow. There are still a few chances to see these 2 great aircraft flying to-
gether, see dates later in this issue. 

 The training program continues with our instructors busy with our new 
members, members moving on to their A Certification and those working towards 
their B Certification. 

 Improvements on the club hut continue, new clear roof panels have been 
installed to allow more light into the club room, aircraft storage racks in the 
mower room are now full but new racks will soon be available in the store room. 

 

David Parker 

Editor 

Editorial 

Chairman’s Chatter 

I don't think anyone can complain about 
this year's summer, the weather has been 
exceptionally good and there have been 
plenty of flying days. 
  
The field is looking well thanks to Martin 
and Dick and our coffee facilities 
are perfect. 
  
There have been numerous excursions, 
Duxford, The Nationals and Sywell to name 
a few.  Our trip to the Great Orme is fast 
approaching and should be good fun, let's 
hope the weather stays good. 
  
Future events are - Fish & Chip night, Auc-
tion and our AGM on the 5 December. 
  
With our membership approaching 75 

members, the Club Is looking very 
healthy.  Don't forget Friday night, it is a 
good evening to meet up with fellow mem-
bers, plus coffee, biscuits and a chat, not to 
mention a decent bottle of wine from the 
raffle.  It is also a perfect time to show 
off your models or progress of new models, 
such as Dale's new jet which by now has 
taken to the sky as a successful maiden 
flight, and not forgetting John Gibbin's per-
fectly modelled Heinkel. 
  
Mike Lamb 
Chairman  
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Diary Dates 

Canadian Lancaster Display Dates 

 

20th,21st September Nottinghamshire Rolls Royce Hucknall MAC All Models Fly-
in Weekend 

18th,19th October Shropshire Weston Park in the Dark Spectacular 

26th October 2014 Warwickshire LMA Gaydon Static Display & Trade Show 

Friday September 
12,13,14 
  

Goodwood Revival - both Lancasters at 11:30 am. 
 
http://grrc.goodwood.com/section/goodwood-
revival/ 

Chichester, West Sussex 
  

Saturday September 13,14 

 
  
  

Duxford Air Show - ONLY the Souvenir trailer on 
site. NO Lancasters today. 
 
http://www.iwm.org.uk/events/iwm-duxford/the-
duxford-air-show-0/ 

Duxford, Cambridgeshire 
 
 
 
 

Saturday September 20 Flypast - Collingham - both Lancasters at 2:10 pm. 
Collingham, Nottinghamshire 
  

  
Monday September 23 
 
 

Depart England for return to Canada. The BBMF 
Hangar will be closed to the general public. There will 
be no guided tours available 

Coningsby, Lincolnshire 
 
  

Sept 13 Hurri/Spit/Dak Duxford Air Show Duxford, 

27,28  Sept Lanc/Hurri/Sp it 
Classic Piston  Props  

www.sywellclassic.co.uk/ 
Sywell, 

17th Oct      NMAC Club Auction   Club Meeting Room, Northamton 

14th Nov       Fish & Chip Evening   Club Meeting Room, Northampton 

5th Dec        NMAC AGM    Club Meeting room, Northamtpton 

16th Jan 2015      Annual Social    Venue to be Confirmed 

I wonder if  the Captain 
Fly's RC Models? 

http://grrc.goodwood.com/section/goodwood-revival/
http://grrc.goodwood.com/section/goodwood-revival/
http://www.iwm.org.uk/events/iwm-duxford/the-duxford-air-show-0/
http://www.iwm.org.uk/events/iwm-duxford/the-duxford-air-show-0/
http://www.sywellclassic.co.uk/
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The Sywell Airshow this year took place on Sunday 17th August. In addition to the excel-
lent British Display teams of  the Blades and the Red Arrows the BIG draw was the ap-
pearance of  the two Lancaster's flying together.. The weather  forecast on the day  was 
not promising but the day was still a sell out (No entry was allowed on the day) There was 
the normal trade and information stands most notable was “The Peoples Mosquito “ 
stand, more on this later in the newsletter. There was even a couple of  Large scale models 
which were displayed by their pilots despite the windy conditions. 

 Sadly the Lancaster's didn’t display due to weather where they were based  but we 
did see a Canberra, Folland Knat, (In Red Arrows colours) 2 Mustangs, The incredible 
Breitling Wing Walkers, plus many other aircraft. 

 

Sywell Airshow 2014 

Club Care Assistance ????????? 

Some of  our Senior 
Members feel the Cold 

more. The club can now 
provide Blankets for 
those that need them! 
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  Craft and RC Supplies 
Badges, Keyrings, Coasters & Fridge Magnets  

Made with your own designs if  required 

RC Model Supplies 
See Red Folder in the Club Hut for Current Stock 

Spektrum DX7 Transmitter - Spektrum DX8 Transmitter  

Futaba T8J Transmitter - Spektrum & Futaba Receivers 

Irvine Tutor 40 Trainer with Servos, 
Engine,& Battery 

Requires TX and RX to fly 

Club Member Price £145.00 

For Sale 

Sea Fury 

 During my recent break I was fortunate 
to be able to attend the Dawlish airshow (see 

report in this newsletter) and also the Torbay 

and Dartmouth regatta’s both of which had air 

displays included. Although on the program for 

all of these events the Sea Fury display was can-
celled and on investigation I discovered that the 

Sea Fury had recently crashed on the 31st July at 
the Culdrose airshow. Fortunately the pilot was 

not injured and hopefully we will see the Sea 

Fury flying again soon. 

 The link below shows a video of the 

crash landing which to me looked like a hydrau-

lic problem - see what you think. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_sf9OK8P6k 

Sea Fury T20 

Projects 

 Have you recently com-
pleted a project or are you build-
ing a new plane over the winter. 
Why not send in a few words 
and photographs so they can be 
shared with the membership in 
the newsletter. See john Gibbins 
write up on his Heinkel for ideas 
on the kind of  article we need 
OR just send some details and a 
few photos and I will put some-
thing together for the newsletter. 
Send articles and pictures to 

nmac.news@gmail.com 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_sf9OK8P6k
https://uk.images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=A2KLj9OOlQlURTQAeSlNBQx.;_ylu=X3oDMTIycGRhdmNzBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1nBG9pZANjOThkOTgzYTFkYmUxNjgwOWJkZjAxZGEwZTJmZmUwNQRncG9zAzcEaXQDYmluZw--?back=https%3A%2F%2Fuk.images.search.yahoo.com%2Fsearch%2Fimages
mailto:nmac.news@gmail.com
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 The Mossie is dead, long live the Heinkel. 
 
The Mossie must have had well over a dozen flights but it seems that every other flight had problems. 
When it flew well it was impressive but the next flight would be difficult. 
The first issue was with the radio which died on me so I bought a new transmitter. 
The next was trying to get the retracts to work properly so that after a session the u/c would have to be 
dismantled and reset. I know that my engineering was to blame. 
With the thin wing section the aircraft was always going to fly fast which was no problem but combine 
that with very tapered wings and you have a recipe for tip stalling. This was the case on the final flight so 
the gear has been removed and will be ready to fit in the new plane. 
  
Heinkel 111 
  
This aircraft has a much stubbier wing and the section is about double that of the Mosquito but with a 
similar span so it should fly safer and slower. 
The fuselage is built top and bottom halves on a crutch, I made a top and bottom crutch which were 
lightly glued together. The top half was made on the flat building board then the bottom half made up 
freehand. The join line will easily be split with a scalpel blade to add internal fittings including the tail-
plane. 
The wing is one piece and fortunately I can do most of the work on the nacelles before the final outer 
panels are added, this makes work so much easier than turning around a full wing. 
Mid July and work has stopped, my workshop has two large windows facing south and west so late 
morning onwards the temperature rises and even with a fan it can be unbearable. 
It has cooled down a little so work can proceed, my task is now to fabricate the nacelles to accommodate 
electric power. This means that I have to fit into each nacelle  one electric motor, battery, speed control-
ler and retract unit. My best guess is that it should all fit in. 
If you look at the picture you will see the top of the nacelle being planked onto the full length but that 
there are two sets of double formers. These are separated by thin plywood and a junior hacksaw blade is 
used to cut the battery access free. There is a slit where my fingers point to give me a guide of where to 
cut. 
The retract units from the Mossie are just laid down in situ. 
A very wet bank holiday! Not that it matters what day it is when you are retired but I have been working 
hard to progress the model. 
A lot of work has gone into the centre section, fitting out the nascelles etc which as I stated earlier are 
easier to do without the wings attached. This afternoon I have just added the outer spars on one side to 
make up one of the wings. 
The tailplane and fin are straightforward to make but are quite fiddly. 
I have cut a slot in the rear of the fuselage for the tailplane and have now split it top and bottom to fit 
snakes etc. The rear bay I have glassed with lightweight glassfibre just to give a little extra strength where 
the tail feathers are fixed. 
I have also carved a plug for the engine cowls ready to be vac formed.  

John Gibbins 
 

Note from Ed 
John did send some photo’s with his article but unfortunately they would not save in PDF format so I 
will try and include them in the next issue 

John Gibbins next project 
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 The Dawlish airshow is a free event held each year on the sea front at Dawlish 

in Devon. This event is always well attended and an early start is required for anyone 

attending the show. Flying displays start at 12.00noon and continue through until 

6.00pm. This years event was opened with the Royal Navy Parachute team with 6 

team members jumping from a Sea King Helicopter, free falling for only a few sec-

onds before opening their chutes and maneuvering to all land within a 30’ area on the 

beach and we were fortunate that the landing area was right in front of our seating 

area. Aircraft on display included the Canberra as seen at Sywell, a Pitts Special which 

carried out Prop hanging , something I had never seen a full size aircraft do before, a 

Beech 18 on its last display before going off the Amaerica. 

The stars of the show though were once again the Blades, The Red Arrows and of 

course the Battle of Britain memorial flight of the Lancaster, Spitfire and Hurricane 

which were joined by the Canadian Lancaster. What a fantastic sight and sound it was 

to see 2 of these great aircraft flying together, something I will remember for ever. 

Dawlish Airshow 

Field Matters 

John, Mick and Cliff  have been hard at work at the field, Clear plastic panels have now 
been installed on the roof  outside the Club Hut window to allow more natural light into 
the room.  

Reminder 

If  you are the last person to leave the field please ensure both electric fences are put up 
and switched on and that the gate is locked. 
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Summer is the time for holidays and flying so I am taking an edition off from the above series of articles. 
Instead I have written a few notes and included some pictures of two of my latest models that have 
flown in the last few weeks. 
 

AVRO LANCASTER 
This is from the Tony Nijhuis plan. I have been working on this for 6 years! 
It flew for the first time in an unfinished condition 3 years ago at Oundle 
club. It flew at Buscotts lodge for the first time 2 years ago but suffered 
from undercarriage and speed controller problems. These have now been 
fixed and it has been finished (still needs some nose art). It had another 
couple of flights this August. 
It flys like a Lancaster should with a long take off run and shallow climb 
out. Landings are done at about half throttle. It looks good in the air even 
though it is a bit fast to look truly scale. Unfortunately I need a moderate 
wind down the long runway to fly it and that has not happened much this 
year. It has now made about 8 flights. 
 
Technical:- 
AUW 7lb 1oz 
Wingspan 72 inches 
4x 200 watt 1400Kv brushless motors 
4x 25 amp speed controllers 
2x 3000mah 3cell lipos (20c). The two inners are powered by one battery and the two outers by the other. 
The motors pull 720 watts static (estimated 650 unloaded in flight) and cruises between half and two thirds throttle giving a 
flight time of over 10 minutes.  
 

MILES AEROVAN 
Another Tony Nijhuis plan and I have only been working on this one for 4 
years! It has had 3 outings this year. On the first it was unpainted (an advan-
tage of electric models). It ran the full length of the main runway at high 
speed but no amount of elevator would make it unstick and unfortunately 
took its nose wheel off when it hit one of the fence posts. 
Wheel repaired but still unpainted it had a second outing. This time the 
wind was stronger but after a very long run I think I hit a lucky bump and 
suddenly it was flying. In the air it seemed fairly stable although I had to put 
in full up trim  and fly it with the stick almost fully back. One big circuit, a 
reasonable landing and then back to the workshop. These short coupled 
aircraft need very little elevator movement or they become uncontrollable 
(7mm each way). This means that if the elevator neutral is not where you expect you run out of trim. My elevator neutral was 
out by about 5mm….ie most the elevator travel. 
On its third outing it had been sprayed; detailed and the elevator centred. Again after a very long run a lucky bump got it air-
borne and it flew very well. It definitely looks different from your average model and I love it. 
After this successful flight I could not get it airborne again and I noticed it was nose down on its take off run due to compres-
sion of the nose wheel oleo. This now has much stiffer springing and I am awaiting wind down the main runway for its next 
outing when I think everything will be sorted.  
 
Technical:- 
AUW  6 ½ lb 
Wingspan   59 inches 
2x 350 watt 1400 Kv brushless motors 
2x 40 amp opto speed controllers 
Motive power from a single 3 cell (20c) 4500mah battery 
The motors pull 550 watts static and I estimate that flying it in a scale manner should give flight times around the 10 minute 
mark. 

Mick Prior Sept 2014 

Understanding electrics 
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Northampton Model Aero Club 
 
 

While our friends from Marburg were here they invited us to visit them next year, sug-
gesting that we include the weekend of  their town festival, which is the happening on the 
10th and 12th July.  
 
Basically it’s a very casual and laid back week, with plenty of  model flying and food at the 
field (plus a beer of  two). Marburg club generally arranges some trips to places of  interest 
and we also do our “own thing”. Marburg is a medieval university town and their festival 
is most enjoyable, with plenty of  entertainment laid on and a wonderful atmosphere. 
 
The plan will be to arrive on the preceding Wednesday and stay for about a week. There 
are two options, for those attending, for both travel and accommodation. Either fly (from 
Birmingham) and rent a mini bus in Germany, or drive the whole way. We have been us-
ing a small family run hotel that is within a couple of  miles of  the flying field tand always 
looks after us well, giving us a discounted group booking for those prepared to book 
early. Note that hotel accommodation tends to be more difficult at the time of  the Mar-
burg festival. Last time about half  of  our contingent took their caravans and camped at 
the flying field. 
 
Our last visit was in 2012 was brilliant, when over 20 members attended. For those that 

flew we got some good deals. The hotel charged €38 per night for a single room or €60 
for a double room, bed and breakfast. We flew by Lufthansa at £90 each return. If  we 
booked today it would cost £110 return. The German mini bus hire worked out at £87 
each including insurance. 
 
So to get the best deals we need to book early, therefore those interested in going should 
email John Cross, our membership secretary, within the next month, so that we can ob-
tain the best possible discounts. 
 
Obviously those travelling by ferry would 
have to make their own price checks/
arrangements. 
 
So there we are, who is coming? Lets have 
your responses and suggestions as soon as 
possible. 
 

Roy Bricknell 

Marburg 2015 

Deep in discussion during the showers 
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Competitions - Egg drop results & Leader Board 

Pos Name Aircraft Overall Distance Score 

1 Josh McCaul Riot 19.45m 20 

2 Cliff Ashby Wot Trainer 2445m 18 

3 Steve Arnett Wot Trainer 3310m 16 

4 Dale Malpas Yack 3450m 14 

5 Bill Bird Flash 3976m 12 

6 Tez Moore Jupiter 4020m 10 

7 Dave Shield Magic 4820m 8 

8 Jeff Wills Wot 4950m 6 

 
Pos 

 
Name 

Climb & 
Glide 
PG          
PA 

 
Aerobatics 

Channel 
Flying 

Limbo  
Flying 

Egg 
Drop 

 
Score 

1 Dale Malpas   2             5 13.5 14 10 14 58.5 

2 Dave Shield   3             8 10.5 10 10 8 49.5 

3 Cliff Ashby   5             0 7.5 15 2 18 47.5 

4 Roy Bricknell   3             8 10 13 4 0 38 

5 Bill Bird   8             0 0 6 8 12 34 

6 Steve Arnett   0             3 10.5 0 0 16 29.5 

7 Josh McCaul   0             0 0 9 0 20 29 

8 Tez Moore   0             1 10.5 6 1 10 28.5 

9 Martin Holmes   3             0 11.5 13 0 0 27.5 

10 David Parker   0             0 11.5 9 0 0 20.5 

11 Roger Macey   6             0 8 4 0 0 18 

12 John Gibbins   0             3 11.5 0 0 0 14.5 

13 Mel Clark   0             0 13 0 0 0 13 

14 Dave Joyner   0             0 12.5 0 0 0 12.5 

15 Jeff Wills   0             4 0 0 2 6 12 

16 Mick Prior   0             0 0 9 0 0 9 

17 Roger Brown   0             1 7.5 0 0 0 8.5 

18 Neil Harrison   7             0 0 0 0 0 7 

19 Alex Holmes   6             0 0 0 0 0 6 

=19 Geoff Simm   0             0 0 0 6 0 6 

21 Mick Lamb   1             0 4.5 0 0 0 5.5 

22 Simon Green   0             4 0 0 0 0 4 

=22 Richard Robinson   0             0 0 4 0 0 4 

=22 Graham Mills   0             0 0 0 4 0 4 

25 John Hartley   0             0 0 2 0 0 2 

26 Brian Baker   0             1 0 0 0 0 1 
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    The Vision 

 The People’s Mosquito has a simple vision: to see the return of  the de Havilland 
DH.98 Mosquito to the skies of  Britain. The restoration project is a non-profit and be-
nevolent one whose main aim is to inform and educate the public and future generations 
on the Mosquito and its place in history by returning this important aircraft to the sky, in 
conjunction with building a valuable web-based Mosquito resource. 
 
The project began life on Twitter, in the closing days of  2011, when warbird enthusiast 
and part-time aircraft restorer John Lilley casually tweeted about his longstanding idea of  
getting a de Havilland DH.98 Mosquito flying in the UK again. The positive response was 
overwhelming, with general messages of  support coming from all over the world and 
from all types of  people. The idea was quickly taken up by other tweeters and it wasn’t 
long before a core group had come together that eventually transformed into The Peo-
ple’s Mosquito movement. That group has now grown to a virtual army (or should that 
be ground crew?) of  over six thousand, with followers and supporters on Facebook, 
Twitter and Google+, from all parts of  the 
world. 

Funding for the project will reflect the public 
movement seen during the Second World War 
when many aircraft were funded by “the peo-
ple”: companies, towns, villages and organisa-
tions. We plan to replicate that model by asking 
the people of  the United Kingdom to help us 
restore to airworthy condition this magnificent 

flying memorial 
that captures the spirit, design brilliance and above all the 
courage of  our nation. 

From the outset, one of  our primary objectives was to work 
towards charitable status for The People’s Mosquito. We 
achieved this on 17th July 2012, when we became an Incor-
porated Charity – technically a Company limited by Guar-
antee, without shareholders and not paying dividends – so 
we are now officially The People’s Mosquito Ltd. As such 
we will maintain and operate the restored aircraft, funded 
by public donation, sponsorship and income from sale of  
branded merchandise, with the intention of  providing many 
hours of  flying displays every year for the people of  the 
United Kingdom. 

 The Peoples Mosquito 

http://peoplesmosquito.wordpress.com/2012/10/31/press-release-charity-status-for-the-peoples-mosquito/
http://peoplesmosquito.wordpress.com/2012/10/31/press-release-charity-status-for-the-peoples-mosquito/
http://peoplesmosquito.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/ka114_neilhutchinson_600.jpg
https://peoplesmosquito.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/tpm14mossieneedsyoua3border.jpg
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When we set out on this journey our first 
task was to gauge your reaction. Would you ‘the Peo-
ple’ be interested in making this happen? Indeed, in 
these straitened times would there be any public appe-
tite for such a bold endeavour? We asked you to tell us 
what you thought. Well, over the past two years you 
have told us. We are very grateful for the great re-
sponse we have had from so many fearless, lion-
hearted and public-spirited people who have shown 
their support for the project by contacting us via Twit-
ter @peoplesmosquito or on Facebook or Google+, or 
by leaving a comment on the site. And support is not 
only coming from the UK – we now have many or-
ganisations and individuals around the world who are 
doing all they can to spread the word far afield. 

We are doing this very differently, with a heavy reliance 
on online social networking, and this has brought The People’s Mosquito team and its 
supporters together. And, in a traditionally British way, we will together attempt to 
achieve something from nothing. Now we have an airframe our plan is firmly set to start 
turning that into a flying Mosquito. When our goal has been achieved and the project is 
complete, a UK-based Mosquito will fly again for the first time in nearly twenty years – 
since the tragic demise of  the BAe-owned Mosquito T.III at Barton in 1996. 

To Read more on The Peoples Mosquito please vist their web site at 

http://www.peoplesmosquito.org.uk/ 

Here you can read all about this project to return a 

Mosquito to the UK,. 

if  you wish, you can donate to the project via the web site 

 The Peoples Mosquito 

 We Still Have some Club Clothing Available 
2 Caps & 1 XXXL Polo Shirt 

If  you would like one of  these and support your club 

See David or email nmac.news@gmail.com  

https://twitter.com/#!/PeoplesMosquito
http://www.facebook.com/peoplesmosquito
https://plus.google.com/108134151735849853287
http://www.peoplesmosquito.org.uk
mailto:nmac.news@gmail.com
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I found these on the internet, they are supposedly reports of  Radio 
Communications from ATC and Aircraft 

Tower:  "Delta 351, you have traffic at 10 o'clock, 6 miles!"  
Delta 351:  "Give us another hint! We have digital watches!" 
 
Tower:  TWA 2341, For noise abatement turn right 45 Degrees."  
TWA2341: Centre, we are at 35,000 feet. How much noise can we make up here?"  
Tower:  Sir, have you ever heard the noise a 747 makes when it hits a 727?" 
 
Tower:  United 329 heavy, your traffic is a Fokker, one o'clock, three miles, Eastbound."  
United 239:  Approach, I've always wanted to say this... I've got the little Fokker in sight." 
 
A military pilot called for a priority landing because his single-engine jet fighter was running "a bit 
peaked. 
Air Traffic Control told the fighter pilot that he was number two, behind a B-52 that had one engine 
shut down.  
Ah," the fighter pilot remarked, "The dreaded seven-engine approach." 
 
One day the pilot of a Cherokee 180 was told by the tower to hold short of the active runway while a 
DC-8 landed. The DC-8 landed, rolled out, turned around, and taxied back past the Cherokee. Some 
quick-witted comedian in the DC-8 crew got on the radio and said,  
What a cute little plane. Did you make it all by yourself?" 
The Cherokee pilot, not about to let the insult go by, came back with a real zinger: "I made it out of DC-
8 parts. Another landing like yours and I'll have enough for another one." 

True OR False 

Sunday Mornings 

Reminder to club members that Breakfast Bacon rolls are available on 
most Sundays at the Flying Field and the Club room will be available 
to get out of  the cold through the winter months so you can fly ALL 
year. Don’t shut yourself  away, dig out the Winter Woolies 

Upcoming Events 

Club Auction 
This year we have brought back the Club Auction, Although the Bring & Buy Sale was a 
success many members said they would still like to have an Auction. The event will be 
held on October 17th, Dig out your unwanted (Aviation Related) Bits . Our resident Auc-
tioneer Roger has once again agreed to do the honours on the night. 
Fish & Chip Evening 
Details to be confirmed but event will take place on Friday November 14th 
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Magazine Article supplied by Roger 


